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TEN GRAPHIC NOVELS
Now I Can Read!
“Otto’s Backwards Day”
By Frank Cammuso
J-GRAPHIC CAM
Otto’s birthday cake and presents are stolen the day
before his party. It takes venturing into Backwards
Land to get his gifts back to discover that family and
friends being there is the best present.

“The Shark King”
By R. Kikuo Johnson
J-GRAPHIC JOH
Nanaue’s father is the Shark King and his mom
is a regular human. Trying the balance the two
sides of him is very difficult for the child and
he has to learn what is right.

“Benjamin Bear in Fuzzy Thinking”
By Philippe Coudray
J-GRAPHIC COU
This set of silly vignettes feature a bear named
Benjamin. Each page is done in the style of
newspaper cartoons done at a reading level
suitable for beginning readers.

“Nina in That Makes Me Mad”
By Hillary Knight
J-GRAPHIC KNI
This story illustrates the various situations which can
be frustrating for both parent and child alike. Nina
narrates her anger and concludes that it makes her
feel better after she can talk about being mad.

“The Princess and the Frog”
By Will Eisner
J-GRAPHIC EIS
This graphic novel retelling of the classic Grimm
Brothers’ fairy tale is perfect for a read aloud. If your
child loves knights, dragons, and fairy tales, find out if
the frog turns back into a prince.

“The Big Wet Balloon”
By Liniers
J-GRAPHIC LIN
On a rainy Saturday, Matilda shows her little sister
Clemmie the joys of splashing around outside even
when the weather is not so nice. The sisters bond
over their fun day.

“Benny and Penny in Lights Out”
By Geoffrey Hayes
J-GRAPHIC HAY
Benny can’t find the moon and thinks that someone
took it! Penny just wants to read a story, but Benny
has to go off into the dark adventuring.

“Mo and Jo”
By Dean Haspiel & Jay Lynch
J-GRAPHIC LYN
Mona and Joey inherit the costume of the superhero,
Mighty Mojo. Their mom turns it into two after
they rip it apart fighting and they have to team up

“Patrick in Teddy Bear’s Picnic”
By Geoffrey Hayes
J-GRAPHIC HAY
Geoffrey Hayes’ adorable characters are at it again.
Patrick the mouse goes on a picnic with his mom,
resists naptime, and learns how to deal with a bully.

“Shark in the Library!”
By Cari Meister
J-GRAPHIC MEI
During library class at school Noah knows that the
stuffed shark is somewhere, but he just can’t find it!
See if Noah can locate it before class is over.
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